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Abstract
Style guides have become an important and common way to improve and
standardise development of user interfaces. However, there are several wellknown problems on using style guides. Having these problems in mind we
present an effective and automated publishing process. First we will
introduce a role based approach to model style guides. After that we will
focus on the steps of the publishing process and describe them in detail with
their outputs. By that we want to focus on the practical and theoretical
advantages of our methodology and their limitations.
Summarized this paper will describe in detail, how mentioned
techniques and components work together and how we built up a useful
publishing process for adaptable and usable style guides.
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1.

Introduction

User interface style guides are a central and important element for developing
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). With their aid it is possible to guarantee
consistency (e.g. menu guidance, Look and Feel) between different
applications [2], to provide a high quality human-computer interaction [5]
and to simplify interdisciplinary and multinational collaboration in
developing GUIs [4].
There are several typical problems that occur in developing,
implementing and using style guides that are related to the commonly used
traditional publishing process. Scientific literature and practical experiences
illustrate that the reason for many problems is related to the preparation and
representation of information in a style guide. Wilson [6] reports issue with
extent possibility in updating, bad usability, insufficient indexes and others.
Similar problems are formulated by [4] and affect for example style of
preparing materials, media (paper-based vs. online) and the complexity in
practice of style guides. Those authors also pointed out that people who use
style guides want to get the information they look for structured and fast.
Reasons for those problems that exist in using style guides are e.g.
formulated by [6]. The author lists thirteen reasons that can declare problems
in using style guides. Five main reasons, concerning the design and
implementation of the style guide, are formulated as follows:
Extend of the style guide: Although guides should be very easy to
understand, complete style guides became very big.
Possibilities of updating: The question is how to distribute updates to
the style guide. Some try to put the guide online, but in this case you
still need to alert people to do changes.
Bad usability: Users often do not understand the guides and also
have to look for the information they need very long.
Insufficient indexing: There are not enough index terms (which are
additionally not sufficient) and there is also a poor use of crossreferencing.
Too much formulated text: There is too much formulated text instead
of integrating screenshots or bullet points.
Other problem resources are the complexity of the style guide and that style
guides are laborious to use [4].
Within this paper we want to present a new style guide approach that
gives a solution for many of those problems. We present style guides based
on DITA maps. First we want to describe within the methodology the used
role-based approach, the publishing process and the technical implementation
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of the guide. Afterwards we provide a demonstration of our methodology. In
the discussion section we work out positive and negative aspects of our work.

2.

Methodology

Taking above mentioned problems into account the aim of our research was
to establish a new method to develop, publish and maintain style guides.
To achieve our goals we use two different approaches. First we want to
reduce complexity of the style guide by introducing role-based style guides.
Secondly our aim was to improve and automate the update process by using
DITA.
Within our publishing methodology typical problems can be avoided,
and as a consequence we expect an increase in the acceptance of style guides
in the practical context.
Next step is to evaluate our approach in user trials and interviews with
real users of the developed style guide.

2.1. The role based approach
The main idea of the role based approach is to split up the information into
small logical units that are maintained centrally, to determine the relevance of
these information units for the different user groups and output formats and
to produce tailored documents automatically. Based on the modelled scaffold
and with the help of automated transformation processes, specific documents
for specific users and publication formats are generated. Consequently we can
make sure that different user groups get just the information they need and
we can avoid providing irrelevant and unnecessary content.
Regarding the implementation of our particular style guide, the
following three roles were defined to cover the different needs and
requirements of the different user groups:
1. User Interface Designer
2. Developer
3. Library-Developer
Corresponding to these three roles we split up the content of the whole style
guide and assigned each logical unit to at least one role. Due to the fact that
we designed the roles according to an extensive analysis of internal processes
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and division of work of our project partner, other roles will probably be more
feasible for other applications.
Using the tagged content for each role, a tailored style guide can be
generated automatically. Thus, each user will get the required information for
his role. Nevertheless a possibility is offered for each user to explore the
whole style guide and not only the filtered parts. This will provide an
overview of all topics additionally.

2.2. The publishing process
In addition to the aim of reducing complexity of the style guide, our second
approach is to avoid the mentioned typical problems which occur on using a
conventional production and publishing process for style guides. The
technical implementation focuses especially on an efficient publishing
process, which supports the user in getting the required information.
Contrary to conventional style guides which are monolithic systems
we used a modular concept. Therefore we split the style guide and extracted
hundreds of small topics from chapters, sections and subsections.
Consequently a topic is our basic information unit.

2.3. Technical Implementation
According to our idea of structured content, we required technology which
provides both, a reliable and automated publishing process and the ability to
handle tagged content units.
DITA (Darwin Information Typing Architecture) achieves these
requirements. Embedded Ant and Batch scripts for automation as well as a
topic-based structure provide the required functionality. Thus, we designed
the publishing process of our style guide based on DITA specifications.
The mentioned topics are stored in XML-files and build the basis for
further data processing in DITA. DITA Open Toolkit1 is an open source
implementation of DITA and so the main component of our publishing
process. DITA Open Toolkit – an XML based framework – is used for
generating, distributing and reusing technical information and we will show

1

http://dita-ot.sourceforge.net/
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how the capabilities of DITA Open Toolkit fit for our aims of structure,
changeability and automated publishing process.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the automated publishing process

DITA maps are a main concept in DITA and are mainly used to define the
structure of a style guide document. In DITA maps all necessary topics are
listed hierarchically by using a reference to the corresponding XML files, as
shown in Figure 1. According to the structure in the DITA map, DITA Open
Toolkit creates table of content and structured documents automatically.
As DITA Open Toolkit implements the DITA (Darwin Information
Typing Architecture) specifications, we adopt all the useful characteristics of
DITA like various output formats (HTML, PDF, MS HTML Help) from a
single XML repository.
Due to the fact that DITA Open Toolkit is based on JAVA, XML and
XSLT, we got platform-independency on the top.
The role based approach is managed in DITA Open Toolkit by using
XML attributes. Basically each topic is labelled by a XML attribute which
defines for which role it is important. On using different valfiles for different
roles it is possible to filter out the unnecessary topics. Having integrated this
functionality in our publishing process, we make sure that each user gets the
information he needs, according to the role based approach.
Corresponding to the aim of an automated publishing process we used
Ant and Batch scripts for automation. At this point of process it is defined
which output formats should be created. In background DITA Open Toolkit
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uses different XSL transformations for different output formats (e.g. HTML,
PDF, MS HTML Help Files, RTF). Ant scripts enable an easy and fast
publishing process that means it is possible to build all defined output
formats for all defined roles just by double click.
A WYSIWIG XML Editor is also an essential part of our publishing
process. So, defined administrators get the possibility to apply necessary
changes to the style guide. Providing such update mechanisms is very
important for acceptance of style guides (Wilson, 2001). According to this we
also introduced a SVN (Subversion2) repository for interoperability and
traceability of changes.

2.3.1. Steps of the publishing process
To give an overview how the publishing process is used, we describe in the
following the publishing step by step. Central aim was also to keep the
update process as simple as possible.
1) Check content out of version control (Subversion): At first it is
necessary to fetch the content from a central version control
repository, due to tracking and security considerations.
2) Changing content in WYSIWIG XML Editor: Defined “content
administrators” can insert, update or delete content. They have to
assign the topics to one or more roles. That means they have to be
familiar with underlying role approach and have to decide which
content relates to whom.
3) Check content in to version control: Changed topics have to be
stored back to version control repository, so, more than one person
can administrate the content of the style guide.
4) Start batch process: Re-building of the style guide and its various
files can be done regularly or – if required – by executing a batch file.
5) HTML, PDF, Help file for defined roles will be created
automatically: The user can always work with latest version of the
style guide.

2

http://subversion.tigris.org/
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3.

Live demonstration

In the following we present some output examples and details of the style
guide we developed to demonstrate the advantages of our approach of the
publishing process.
As discussed before, we implemented an automated publishing
process which allows content distribution to various output formats for
different user groups (roles). Figure 2 shows at the left side a snippet of the
section overview of the PDF style guide and at the right side the HTML
equivalent. As you can see, there is no difference in content. Just the
appearance differs slightly due to technology constraints.

Figure 2: Section overview of content in PDF (left) and HTML (right)
Of course, not only structure but also content has to be the same in different
output formats. Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the advantage of storing
information in XML. Due to this, it is possible to generate various different
output formats automatically without additional efforts. As a result, we can
provide same content for same role in e.g. HTML, PDF, MS HTML Help.
Thus, users of the style guide can switch between e.g. HTML and PDF
without loss of orientation.
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Figure 3: Content presented in PDF

Figure 4: Content presented in HTML
According to the role based approach we modelled the information about e.g.
“Buttons” differently for the role “library developer” and “developer”. As
you can see in Figure 5, “library developer” will get information about the
“Behavior and States”, because this role is responsible to implement new
buttons (or other user interface elements) in a consistent way.

Figure 5: Section “Button” for role “library developer”
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As shown in Figure 6, we defined, the role “developer” is not in need of the
subsection “Fonts” and “Behavior and States” of buttons. The reason for this
is that it’s not relevant for a developer how the button will appear, because he
has just to use it and implement the functionality. Due to this the developer
gets information about “Usage Guidelines” and “Examples”.

Figure 6: Section “Button” for role “developer”

4.

Discussion

Developing and implementing a style guide based on DITA maps will lead to
several advantages.
Firstly, it is possible to actively integrate the user in the development
process of the style guide, which will consequently lead to a more
flexible and easier service of the style guide.
Secondly the consistency of the style guide will be increased and for
that it is much easier to compare different style guides or versions of
style guides.
At third we want to argue that through the integration of DITA maps
regularly services will be done easier and faster, because it is possible
to quickly react on new requirements and update styles. DITA maps
allow a direct connection on online-publishing channels and for that
changes came fast to the specific user and without expensive
distribution costs.
Summarizing our arguments, using DITA maps can deal with traditional
problems in implementing style guides.
As mentioned before, DITA maps allow integrating the user in the
developing process and increasing the commitment of the end-user. For
further development we suggest specifying the introduced DITA maps in a
more individual way and adapt them to specific user groups. For that we
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suggest formulating a scaffold, where it is possible to use it for contents of
specific issues (e.g. developing an e-commerce portal). We assume to
individualize the style guides as much as possible to provide the appropriate
information.
We suggest integrating users in the development process as they can
give valuable feedback and stimulations in developing the styles (e.g. through
discussion boards). This will lead to a higher commitment on the style guide
and allows adaptive improvements of the style guide within the development
circle.
Further research and development should also concentrate on the
output format of the DITA Open Toolkit. An opportunity in this context
would be to provide code snippets as well as to formulate existing patterns
and design. We want to point out that this will lead to an optimized designing
process of the user interface.

5.

Conclusions

Finally, development and initial setup of a style guide using both the role
based approach and the automated publishing process with DITA are more
time-consuming than writing a common style guide. But in the long run there
are several advantages which have to be taken into account also.
Most important advantage is the updating process of this approach,
as changing content doesn’t lead to extensive re-design and expensive
distribution costs. Thus, the content of the style guide can be held up-to-date
easily and the user gets more current information.
In addition, the role based approach provides more relevant
information for the user, because just the content is presented which is most
informative and useful for the particular role. But of course, the quality of
relevance of content depends on an extensive analysis of required roles at the
beginning of the style guide development process.
Both together improve style guides essentially and avoid the
common problems like too large style guides and missing updating
possibilities.
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